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When Jon Wade heard this, he was full of excitement and blurted out: “Grandpa, do you want me to
take her back personally? I still have to attend the ancestor worship ceremony!”

Lord Wade blurted out: “If something like this has happened, if our Wade Family just asks the doctor
to send Helena back, we will definitely fall into trouble.

You are the eldest grandson of wade’s parents and her fiance, so you can completely represent the
Wade Family! “

“Furthermore, by taking a Concorde airliner, you can arrive in Northern Europe in four hours. You will
return immediately after you hand her over to the Northern European royal family. You will be back
tonight at the very early morning of tomorrow at the latest. It will not delay your participation in the
ancestor worship ceremony.”

Speaking of this, Lord Wade warned again: “Helena is your fiancée. If you don’t send her back, the
Nordic royal family will surely pick you up, and spreading it out will have a great impact on your
reputation! You are young, you can’t just So bear the label of a transnational patriot!”

Corran wade on the side also said immediately: “Yes, Jon! You have to come forward with this matter!
Otherwise, you will be scolded to death by the world in the future!”

Jon Wade couldn’t help cursing in a low voice: “What a fu*king bad luck!”

After speaking, I realized that I had said something wrong and hurriedly said: “Sorry grandpa, sorry dad,
I was in a hurry just now, don’t mind.”

Lord Wade waved his hand and said: “It’s okay, you take Helena to the airport, remember to coax her a
bit on the way, don’t make her emotional anymore, be sure to let her return to Northern Europe alive,
understand?”

“Understand…” Jon Wade nodded quickly.

At this time, Director Ghafar hurriedly returned to the rescue room.

Lord Wade looked at Jon Wade and blurted out: “Jon , you go in with me, soothe Helena’s emotions!”

Jon Wade nodded, and went into the rescue room with Mr. wade.

As soon as he entered the rescue room, Director Ghafar blurted out to several doctors: “You all seize
the time to prepare first aid medicines, first aid equipment, oxygen generators and oxygen cylinders.
We will leave for the airport in 15 minutes and then fly non-stop to Northern Europe!”

As soon as everyone heard this, they immediately dispersed to prepare.

Helena lay weakly on the hospital bed, looking at Lord Wade and Jon Wade, and asked with a wry smile:
“Are you going to send me back?”



Jon Wade nodded and bit his scalp and said: “Helena, we have an old saying in China called, your
situation is so bad, we have to send you back to Northern Europe before your situation gets worse.”

Helena gave a sorrowful smile and said: “Okay…thank you for your kindness…but I’m afraid I won’t be
able to land in Northern Europe by the plane…”

Jon Wade’s face immediately turned green when he heard this. The most damn thing about this kind of
thing is that as long as Helena can’t support Northern Europe, even if she is short of breath for a
second before the plane landed, this matter is also the Wade Family’s responsibility.

Lord Wade also knows this truth well.

If Helena is only a member of the Nordic family, it would be better to say, after all, it is a private
matter between the two families, but Helena is the princess of the Nordic royal family, even if the
royal family has no political rights for a long time, it is also a political symbol of Nordic after all. It is
impossible to completely avoid political factors.

Once it rises to the political level, this matter cannot be easily resolved in private!

Lord Wade was in trouble all of a sudden.

However, seeing Helena’s current situation, I am afraid that she will not be able to return to Northern
Europe.

Just when he didn’t know what to do, Helena said weakly: “Or…Or you can take a video of me with
your phone… I will… I will explain in the video, my death It’s because of my congenital disease since I
was a child, and it has nothing to do with your Wade Family …, so you don’t have to… don’t be so
hurried…send me to the airport…”

Jon Wade, who is most afraid of losing the name of a bad-hearted man in the future, would be happy,
but said: “Oh, Helena, we didn’t mean that, but simply wanted you to return to your beloved
motherland and not let you leave any regrets. what.”
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